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ABSTRACT

In the footwear sector, automation is often performed by robotic arms due to the in-
herent adaptive requirements of some of its tasks. With the Industry 4.0 revolution,
automation is even less human dependent than before. The fact that fewer people
interact with machinery during the manufacturing process has led to a rising need
for production monitoring. The interconnection of machines present in 4.0 environ-
ments makes monitoring possible at a low investment cost. In this paper, a common
communication layer is proposed to enable homogeneous status data retrieval of
robotic arms from several different robot manufacturers. This layer is then attached
to a 3D simulator software as a client, responsible for the monitoring process. Ex-
periments proved the feasibility of the proposed method in a test bench scenario
applying the required constraints of time, cost, bandwidth and disk space.
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1. Introduction

The footwear industry has, to a certain extent, taken advantage of all industrial rev-
olutions. The first revolution took hold during the eighteenth and nineteenth century.
The industrial revolution led to the reduction of work time necessary to transform a
natural resource into a useful product. Industrial machinery then began to be powered
by the steam engine which also facilitated the transportation of materials and finished
products (Wahlster, 2012).

The Second Industrial Revolution began in the first decade of the twentieth century.
This time, brought about the electrification of factories and the use of fossil fuels.
A reduction in costs and an increase in production and profits was achieved in the
manufacturing process (Segal & Thomson, 1990).

The Third Industrial Revolution started in the decade of the 1970’s. With the
incorporation of electronics and IT, the aim was to achieve further automation in
manufacturing. The firsts programmable logic controllers (PLC) and robotic arms
boosted the autonomy of industrial tasks. Dynamic processes took advantage of this
revolution thanks to the adaptive nature of the technologies introduced.

This revolution was especially significant in industries such as footwear, where a high
degree of task flexibility is required because of the diversity of shoe models, different
sizes of the same model with left and right feet, the quantity of different parts that
make up the shoe and the large number of operations involved in transforming the
materials into a finished product (Maurtua, Goenaga, & Tellaeche, 2012).

Another important factor is the high degree of precision needed in some of the tasks
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to meet industry requirements (Davia, Jimeno-Morenilla, & Salas, 2013).
A number of footwear tasks have been studied and automated thanks to the third

revolution. Examples of work done in footwear automated tasks include the application
of adhesive to shoe soles (Wu, 2008), roughing or grinding of the bottom surface of
the shoe so that the gluing process works correctly (Pedrocchi, Villagrossi, Cenati, &
Tosatti, 2015; Jatta, Zanoni, Fassi, & Negri, 2004), last milling to create shoe lasts
based on custom measurements (Xiong, Zhao, Jiang, & Dong, 2010), last marking to
add information to them (Conte, Facchino, Marziali, & Mazzocchetti, 2013), lasting
operation to secure the leather upper to the sole (Nemec, Lenart, & Zlajpah, 2003),
polishing of the finished product (Zlajpah & Nemec, 2008) and shoe-packaging (Gracia
et al., 2017; Perez-Vidal et al., 2018) at the end of the production line. Those processes
require a high degree of flexibility to face continuous changes in product demand
and variety, and to manage complex and variant production processes (Brusaferri,
Ballarino, & Carpanzano, 2011).

Recently, a new revolution called Industry 4.0 has surfaced to address current chal-
lenges of shorter product life-cycles, highly customised products and stiff global compe-
tition. The new manufacturing paradigm consists in modular factory structures com-
posed of smart devices within a networked Internet of Things (IoT) environment. Cur-
rently rigid planning and production processes can now be revolutionized (Kargermann
& Achatz, 2010).

As several tasks run at the same time within automated 4.0 footwear factories, it
can be necessary to monitor all of them to ensure correct production flow and to fix
possible unexpected problems during the workday.

Monitoring systems designed for footwear environments should come at a low invest-
ment cost, because footwear manufacturing is largely comprised of small and medium
sized enterprises. However, current monitoring systems can be expensive or have lim-
ited functionalities that do not scale with adaptive shoe factories (Carpanzano &
Jovane, 2007). This is true for other industrial sectors, but it is a must in the footwear
industry. There exists a huge lack of automation in shoe factories, and the low re-
sources available to invest in increase automation will be prioritized and spent on
other technologies such as robotic cells and specific machinery to enhance production,
leaving other topics such as monitoring or even safety in background. (Hsing, 1999)

In addition, thanks to the implicit decentralisation inherent to 4.0 environments
which enables the different systems inside the smart factory to be autonomous, the
monitoring system can be used to monitor all the various processes even if they are
spread around the world (Jazdi, 2014).

The main objective of this study was to design, build and test a low-cost monitoring
system based on software. It had to focus specifically on Industry 4.0 footwear factories
based on robotic arm cells. Scalability, low-cost, safety and security were key factors
in the design of the proposed method. Low-cost comes from reusing robotic simulation
and cell design software to be an enhanced 3D monitoring client, using the wired
and/or wireless network already existent in Industry 4.0 environments and avoiding
expensive and complex video camera installations on the factories. This method is
especially useful in robotised dynamic tasks, where the process depends on the input of
the cell and not on a set of offline programmed paths, which can lead to undesired safety
problems because of uncontrolled robot movements due to input noise or other software
related problems. However, it can also be used to monitor other rigid robotic cells of the
factories based on offline paths. Examples of both kind of robotic cells can be found in
the experiment section, under the prototype cell description subsection. Although the
system has been designed taking into account the particularities of the footwear sector,
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technology transfer can be made to other sectors with similar properties such as, but
not limited to, food (Bogue, 2009), toy (Vincze & Pichler, 2002), aerospace (Summers,
2005) or furniture (Larsson & Kjellander, 2006). Due to the lack of competence of
footwear SMEs concerning matters of Industry 4.0, the experiments in this paper have
been performed in a laboratory environment, to test the proposed method before it
can be implemented in real life scenarios (Uhlemann, Schock, Lehmann, Freiberger, &
Steinhilper, 2017).

This article is organized as follows: section 2 gives a short state-of-the-art review
on robotic cell monitoring for footwear applications. The need for monitoring in these
Industry 4.0 environments is also explained. Section 3, describes how the connection
between robotic arms from different manufacturers are unified. Section 4 shows how
a simulator software can be used to monitor those robots. In section 5, the created
prototype is described as well as the tests performed, and conclusions are drawn in
section 6.

2. Monitoring in advanced factories

Being a subject undergoing intense study, monitoring and technologies that allow it
have been reviewed by other authors of different fields.

One of the core parts of a monitoring system is the ability to connect and fetch
real-time data from the machines to be monitored. Other authors rely on eXtensive
Markup Language, commonly known as XML, to encode the transmitted data from
monitored machinery (Mantha, Menassa, & Kamat, 2018). This standard works well
in cases where data transmission is carried out sporadically and when messages need
meta-data (Michalos et al., 2015). The verbosity of XML becomes a problem when
data needs to be fetched at high rate and in real-time and also if this data needs to be
stored for later use. This paper discusses a custom-made raw protocol that simplifies
the fetching of data and makes this process use less bandwidth and storage space.

Once the information is fetch out from the physical devices there has to be mod-
ules to manage and visualize it. Simulation in manufacturing environments allows a
wide range of solutions: product design, functional analysis and optimisation, floor
control, etc. Monitoring systems based on simulation for low rate data fetch based on
MES (Manufacturing Execution System) (Mourtzis, Papakostas, Mavrikios, Makris,
& Alexopoulos, 2015) have already been studied, but these systems fail to deliver high
rate real-time data to reproduce the motion of robotic automated cells. Simulation can
also be used to design and test robotic cells environments both for static and mobile
robotics solutions (Michalos et al., 2014).

Simulation is used by other authors to perform Virtual Commissioning (Makris,
Michalos, & Chryssolouris, 2012), that allows to create a virtual clone of a physical
machine to test how will it perform in production before buying or installing it. How-
ever, these systems do not monitor real physical devices, but they supplant them for
analysis.

Simulation can also be a useful tool for monitoring purpose as it enhances the way
users can access, manage and visualise data. This has been used previously as part of
Digital-Twin approaches where physical devices and virtual clones are synchronised
to have the same information (Uhlemann, Lehmann, & Steinhilper, 2017). However,
those systems have a high degree of complexity and its implementation tends to be
expensive, which goes against the reality of SMEs that power the footwear sector. This
is one of the reasons of making the proposed system, to allow the implementation in
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factories of a low-cost tool focused in monitoring that can be expanded according the
user needs, leaving out other digital twin aspects that can increase the cost of the
product. Also, implementation details shown in the current paper aim to ease the
reproducibility and implementation in factories of the proposed method.

3. Monitoring in footwear 4.0

Monitoring systems applied to industrial environments present the following advan-
tages, among others:

• Ability to replay processes and problems in production
• Reduction of plant operator and maintenance personnel
• Remote monitoring
• Low cost implementation
• Error and warning real-time notifications
• Analysis of gathered data

The generic list of advantages is not footwear or 4.0 exclusive, but the characteristics
of both scenarios have been taken into account in the design process of the proposed
method as it is explained in this section.

The ability to retrieve the status data from the robotic arm during the monitoring
process allows the user to save it for later use. This data can be used to replay the
process and analyse it offline. It also allows the user to share the replay with other
users to help in the analysis process or to report the failure. In case of error, the source
of the problem can be located combining the visual inspection of the motion simulated
using the replay data and the notifications received. This can be used to address some
of the problems that can arise in the cell and avoid random guesses (Gungor & Hancke,
2009). The proposed system cannot monitor all the possible errors of the robotic cell,
but the user might add the most important or frequent ones to the monitoring system
so it can handle them. The proposed method is focused on footwear factories where
the main automation devices are robotic arms. If the error is raised by other hardware
element different than the robot, a condition can be coded in the robotic cell controller,
so it performs a stop of the robot or throw a signal that can be routed to the monitoring
station.

The existence of a centralised monitoring station can lead to staff reduction. Instead
of several workers physically checking all of the automated work stations, a minimal
group of them could monitor the entire factory. Shoe factories can benefit from this as
they tend to have a large number of workers who could be producing more valuable
work on other, more productive tasks instead of having to monitor the automated
machinery. Another option is to reduce the worker count inside the factory, as less are
needed if the monitoring can be performed remotely from anywhere. The impact of
this system can escalate better on bigger factories, with a high worker count. Also, the
system keeps personnel better informed of the status of the process, reducing downtime
and improving safety. (Leo H. Chiang, MS -Richard D. Braatz, 2005)

To avoid having users looking 24/7 at the monitoring screen, the system sends
notifications on malfunctions or problems needing attention. When a notification is
received, the worker can open the monitor software to connect to the offending cell
and perform a check (Gorecky, Schmitt, Loskyll, & Zuhlke, 2014).

Furthermore, the entire monitoring process can be performed remotely from outside
the factory through internet services making it possible to know a factory’s status from
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any location in the world. This is useful in decentralised production scenarios such as
that of footwear industry, where each part of the shoe might be crafted in a different
factory. This decentralisation is also a feature inherited from I4.0 (Gilchrist, 2016).

The whole monitoring environment can be implemented in the factory at a low
investment cost. This is a key requirement in the footwear industry, where a major
part of production is ensured by small and medium sized enterprises. There are three
reasons this system is low-cost. The first is that the whole monitoring system is based
on a 3D simulation software client developed by the authors (Román-Ibáñez, Pujol-
López, Mora-Mora, Pertegal-Felices, & Jimeno-Morenilla, 2018), with no extra hard-
ware involved. The second one is that in the shoe factory scenario described herein,
the simulation software used as a monitoring client can also be used for cell design and
collision testing in robotic arm cells (Zlajpah, 2008). The third one is that having a
4.0 factory means that all robotic arm cells are already connected to the same corpo-
rate intranet and this network can be reused for the proposed system. This allows the
monitoring client to retrieve the required data from the current 4.0 network, removing
the need of interconnect all the cells to monitor them (Perez, Irisarri, Orive, Marcos,
& Estevez, 2015). Also, the monitoring system works with the standard TCP/IP and
is compatible with wired networks and also with emerging communication technolo-
gies, such as 5G networks, that are being applied to the I4.0 (Wollschlaeger, Sauter,
& Jasperneite, 2017). Machines working with other technologies such as PROFIBUS
can be used if translated to TCP with hardware converters.

Additionally, decision making present in I4.0 can be fed with the information pro-
cessed using the data gathered in the monitoring sessions as a training set (Fawaz,
Merzouki, & Ould-Bouamama, 2009).

The proposed system aims to monitor the status of the automatised robotic cells
inside footwear factories, and handle notifications of events produced by them. The
monitor client maintains a list of the robotic cells to be monitored, and receive and
display notifications, allowing to open a 3D visor to monitor specific cells in detail. The
monitoring visor is based on a software simulation software created by the authors,
that mimics the motion of the robotic arms inside the monitored cells of the factory
by fetching the value of the angles for each joint of the robotic arm. It uses a custom-
made communication protocol to fetch data from different robotic arms manufacturers
and models, and a simple networking protocol to manage the queries and resulting
data. The proposed system can be accessed both from inside the factory and remote
locations, considering cybersecurity measures.

4. Homogeneous cell protocol

4.1. Robotic cell communication

If a factory is designed from the ground up, it is possible to choose all the factory’s
robotic arms from the same manufacturer. This decision can make it simpler to deal
with the communication aspect of the monitoring process. However, a realistic sce-
nario is that there will be different models of robots and from different manufacturers
(Schlechtendahl, Keinert, Kretschmer, Lechler, & Verl, 2015). The factory may al-
ready own older robots, upgrade some of them, or add different ones based on task
requirements or for purposes of economy.

Users can connect to a robotic arm controller in order to retrieve status information
(joint angles, tool position and orientation, error status, etc.) or to send commands
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to the arm (move arm to a desired position and orientation, change speed, open at-
tached tool clamp, etc.). Ways of connecting may vary according to the manufacturer.
There can even be protocol differences between different models coming from the same
manufacturer. These different connection modes can be categorized as:

• Sockets
• SDK/API
• Scripts

Some manufacturers such as Universal Robots use TCP sockets to communicate
with the robotic arm. They have several TCP ports open and waiting for commands to
be processed. Each data port has a different purpose, for example port 30002 is used to
retrieve commands at 10 Hz, while port 30004 is the Real-Time Data Exchange service
(RTDE) (Universal Robots RTDE , n.d.), which is intended for real-time operations
and does the same at 125 Hz. It is important to note that TCP is used over UDP
for reliability reasons. The software client has to connect, retrieve and process the
obtained data.

Other manufacturers such as ABB use a completely different approach. They com-
municate through a Software Development Kit (SDK) (ABB-Developer Center , n.d.)
that should be linked in the source code of the client software. This abstraction layer
encloses the commands into SDK methods. The client software is then able to obtain
the data through those functions with no extra processing.

Finally, other manufacturers such as Comau, do not have a direct way to connect
with the robotic arm. To be able to send or retrieve data, a custom script needs to be
written using PDL2 programming language (Vukobratovic, Surdilovic, Ekalo, & Katic,
2009) to create a TCP socket server. This script is then executed in the background
when the robotic arm turns on, waiting for incoming connections. From this point
onwards, the communication can be treated as in the case exposed with Universal
robots.

For these reasons a custom SDK is designed and implemented to unify all of these
communication methods into a single one. Fig. 1 shows the internals of the proposed
communication interface. This SDK will later be used by the monitoring local servers
to retrieve status information of the robotic arm.

Figure 1. Common interface of the homogeneous connection model.

Each class derived from IRobotConnection is forced to have a minimal set of meth-
ods to ensure the homogeneity of the communication. Each subclass manages its own
specific way to connect and retrieve data from the desired manufacturer. This is hid-
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DoF can be used inside the monitoring system. This message is only sent at the be-
ginning of the stream to inform the client about the size of MSG JOINTS messages.
If no message of this type is sent, the default value of 6 is used for DoF.

MSG JOINTS message type is responsible for maintaining the angle values of
each joint in the robotic arm chain. Each angle is contained inside a 4 byte single
precision floating point number. There is no accumulation of error by using single
floating points for joint data, as the system is always asking for the latest joint posi-
tion of the robotic arm. Also, robot manufacturers state in their manuals that single
floating point numbers are used to store joint data, with a range of ±1.18× 10−38

to ±3.4× 1038. After a MSG TIME message is sent to mark the time-stamp of the
stream, several MSG JOINTS messages are sent at a rate of 30 Hz to describe the
actual movement of the robotic arm. This data can be used later to reconstruct the
movements performed by a robot inside a cell. The rate can be changed by the user
without difficulty, but the difference in bandwidth and storage has to be taken into
account.

Finally, the MSG SELECT message allows a client to ask a server for data of a
specific robotic arm when there are many of them available. The 32 bit ID parameter
identifies each robot in a unique manner on each server.

The simplicity of the protocol is one of its strong points, as it allows to reduce the
required bandwidth and disk space storage to the minimum. It also allows to be easily
implemented in other platforms or programming languages.

4.3. Distributed monitoring

Fig. 3 shows the proposed distributed model for this monitoring system based on the
Industry 4.0 approach. Thanks to the characteristic production distribution proper to
4.0, the ability to monitor multiple shoe factories through internet has been added to
the model. The final decision to allow users to use the monitoring system remotely
or only locally is from the company. To handle this need, every factory must have
a monitoring server. Servers are designed to handle multiple concurrent users. These
servers are firewall protected to reduce the security risks of servers exposed to internet.

With the servers designed to be read-only, the risks of a security breach are reduced.
The monitoring system only allows requests of information about the state, but in no
case it is able to modify the position or state of the robotic arm inside the monitored
cells. If this ability to modify the robot state is introduced, then physical damage to
the environment or to the workers may occur. (Haddadin, Albu-Schäffer, & Hirzinger,
2011; Bicchi, Peshkin, & Colgate, 2008)

However, the stream of data in the monitoring system should be protected from
unwanted attackers. It may be used to spy the current factory production, or any
problem in the machinery.

In order to protect the data, all the layers of connection are password protected. In
addition, a firewall allowing only the required traffic and avoiding the rest, helps to
increase the level of security.

Servers wait for incoming connections in a TCP port. To do so, they run a custom
server application coded in C# that handle multiple concurrent users. Webservices or
server applications coded in other languages such as Java or Erlang can be used to
create the server application as long as they handle the connection protocol discussed
in this paper. As the proposed system is using TCP/IP, the described method is com-
patible with wired, WiFi networks and a mix of them. Servers are also constantly
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Figure 3. Diagram of the distributed monitoring system’s.

polling status data from every monitored robotic cell of its network using the homo-
geneous cell communication protocol to maintain an updated cache with the status of
each robotic arm. Users are able to send query commands to the server, and it will
respond by gathering the requested information from the local cache filled with the
polled data. All the data passing between users and servers is encrypted with AES-
256 (Miller, Vandome, & McBrewster, 2009), to avoid man-in-the-middle attacks. The
use of this symmetric encryption algorithm is required due to the nature of real-time
queries needed to maintain a smooth movement inside the 3D simulator software. Also,
to be able to start querying the server, the user needs to be validated by checking user
credentials against a database. Validation is performed within a secure session opened
with the asymmetric encryption algorithm RSA (Jonsson & Kaliski, 2003), allowing
the secure distribution of the private key used in the symmetric encryption block
cipher.

Even though having physical access to all the hardware in the cells is a security risk,
with these steps, security is increased, specially when accessing the system from outside
the factory where there is no physical access to them. This is not a novelty approach of
cybersecurity, but it is adapted to the specific case of the proposed distributed model,
to ensure proper security is achieved.

5. 3D simulator as monitoring client

A monitoring system needs one or more clients to allow the user to watch and analyse
the status of the monitored factory.

Apart from the notifications and alerts required in monitoring, it is useful to be
able to see a visual representation of individual monitored elements in the footwear
factory. In case a failure is notified to the user, or simply to check the production or
status of a robotic cell, this capability can be used to check the problem and try to
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find its root.
One solution may be to put cameras around every element in the factory to be

monitored. This option has many drawbacks, as listed below.

• Cost of the cameras, for each cell
• New wired installation required
• Fixed monitoring angle
• High disk space requirement when saving replays
• Large network bandwidth for video feed
• Big amount of recorded data to check in case of error

The method used a custom 3D simulation software (Román-Ibáñez et al., 2018), which
was already present in the footwear factory design. The decision for using it was based
on the drawbacks listed for the camera-based option (Song, Ding, Kamal, Farrell, &
Roy-Chowdhury, 2011).

This custom software is meant to be an all-in one solution for cell design, simula-
tion and monitoring in footwear factories with automated cells. As it is focused on
monitoring, one desired feature is to be able to install and run it on different operat-
ing systems. Existing software modules were already coded in a specific programming
language, and this led to choose the custom software path. However, other simulation
software packages such as ROS (Quigley et al., 2009) and their modules can be used
to reproduce the proposed system or part of it if it suits better the needs of the user,
as long as the structure and the protocol used in the current paper are followed. With
this software there is no need to spend more money in extra hardware, because it sim-
ulates the cell movements with the status data obtained from the cells. Furthermore,
no extra wired installation was required because the existing 4.0 network was used to
fetch data directly from the cells.

With cameras monitoring the robotic cell, users receive a video feed of a fixed
position and orientation (Yang, Tham, Wu, & Goh, 2009). In contrast, the described
method enables users to move freely in 3D space, covering translation, rotation and
zooming in any coordinate. This allows 360o inspection of the robotic cell and becomes
especially useful in situations like the one shown in Fig. 4. In this case a collision of
the robot against the back side of the protection cage can only be seen in Fig. 4.b by
looking at a different camera perspective than in Fig. 4.a. These collisions have been
detected in offline to depict the need of a monitoring system for automated robotic
cells with dynamic input.

Having a software simulator as a client also allows the user to pause, modify speed
and position of the replays. This will be useful when analysing them offline.

In cases where the user wants to save the monitoring session for later offline analysis,
less space is required to do so. In the camera-based option, users need to save images
while the proposed model only stores a few bytes describing robotic arm joint positions
at a specific time. For the same reason, network bandwidth requirements are also lower.

With the possibility to monitor several robotic cells simultaneously, the lower band-
width overhead may help to maintain the system in real-time and with low latency. It
is also possible to increase the number of recorded frames per second or the duration
of the replay with lesser impact on available resources.

Having stored several days worth of recorded data becomes an issue when the user
needs to look for a problem in production. In order to analyse the root of the problem,
the user would need to locate and replay a short interval of time around the time-
stamp of the error. Having a lot of stored data this can take a lot of time. A solution
to this problem is given by the simulation software, taking advantage of the bandwidth
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Figure 4. a) Collision hidden by perspective. b) Shown from another camera angle

and space available due to the optimization method described. An error flag is added
after each chunk of recorded data with the joint angles of the robot. This error flag is
turned on when a problem is detected for that robotic arm position. This way, users
may navigate through all recorded errors without having to visually check the whole
monitoring session stored.

Another advantage of the simulation software is the ability to use replay analysis to
find a solution to a problem or to prevent one. This can be performed by modifying
the objects inside the scene while replaying the same movements of the robotic arm
inside the cell. This way, one can analyse what would happen to a modification of the
physical cell before making any change to the real counterpart for the same movement.

Experiments in this paper will support the claims about feasibility, bandwidth and
storage of the proposed system.

The described simulation software is shown in Fig.5.
Each cell needs to be designed in the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the simu-

lator, with all the required information on the robotic arm used in that cell.
The simulator uses OpenGL (Shreiner, Sellers, Kessenich, Licea-Kane, & Group,

2013) to render the models and the robotic arm of the scene in a three-dimensional
environment.

In order to simulate the movement of the robotic arm, forward kinematics were
used. They allow the simulator to know the world position and orientation of each
joint when rotations are applied to them locally.

The standard Denavit-Hartenberg convention (Radavelli, Simoni, Pieri, & Martins,
2012) has been used to describe the kinematic chain of the robotic arms in the sim-
ulator. The parameters of the DH table vary for each model and manufacturer. Each
DH matrix i−1Ti is capable of converting from coordinate system i− 1 of a joint into
i. Forward kinematics T of the robotic arm are obtained by the successive application
of those matrices as shown in Eq. (1), allowing the transformation from an arbitrary
joint’s coordinate system into another.
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• Misalignments between real and simulated world
• Changes in position of physical cell elements.
• Only kinematics are computed, not dynamics.
• The robotic arm is the only monitored motion.

Misalignments may arise due to bad measurements of the real world distances, posi-
tions or orientations of each object inside the robotic cell or due to errors while adding
the cell inside the software. They will not interfere in the process of the robotic task
but may give an imprecise visualisation of the monitored scene.

If elements of the robotic cell environment such as conveyor belt, 3D scanner or
the base of robotic arms change their position or orientation after they had been
introduced in the software, the monitoring will display an incorrect version of the real
robotic cell. This will not happen very often, as once a robotic cell is finished, it will
normally not change its design. However, if changes are to be made in the design
of the real cell, same changes need to be done in the simulated scene to have both
synchronised. This happens because the system gets the values of the robotic arm axes
in real-time and use them to calculate the position and orientation of each joint but
has no way to fetch or estimate changes in position and orientation for other fixed cell
elements.

The proposed model uses only kinematics to simulate the movement of cell elements,
focusing on the motion. This does not take into account the interaction of forces
between objects or gravity as it is not using dynamics. For the cells encountered in the
footwear sector, this has not been a problem and kinematics covered the requirements.
This can be a problem in other industries with more complicated interactions of cell
elements and may require an upgrade of the proposed model to also use dynamics.

So far, the simulator is only able to get the feed and simulate the movement of
robotic arms. The simulation also includes the static 3D models of the rest of cell
elements. It has been enough to simulate the robotics cells found in footwear facto-
ries. However, the protocol and model can be adjusted to support other hardware
components, as long as they provide data feed of the internal status.

Most of the described drawbacks of the proposed system come from the adaptation
made to the footwear sector and the possible misalignments between the real and sim-
ulated world. If this system is going to be used in other industry sector or application,
those drawbacks needs to be taken into account. Future works on the proposed model
may reduce the listed drawbacks.

6. Prototype construction and testing

In order to check the viability of the proposed monitoring method, a factory prototype
was built. As there are currently no footwear companies sufficiently automated to
integrate the proposed system, the experiments carried out in this article have been
limited to a laboratory environment.

To obtain a faithful representation of the method in a shoe factory environment,
the system was built with several robotic cells. Although in a real scenario cells may
perform different tasks, this prototype consisted of cells designed to perform the same
task with different approaches. The same experiments can be performed with other
kinds of robotic cells. The only reason the selected cells were used in the current study
was that they were already available in the laboratory.

Every cell had a different robotic arm in order to check the proposed homogeneous
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protocol in the monitoring application across different models and manufacturers. The
described prototype is detailed in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Prototype of the proposed method.

This is a prototype based on a subset sample of the distributed monitoring system
already explained in the previous section. It represents a single monitored shoe factory
with four robotic cells. In the same network, a local server is constantly fetching data
from every robotic cell controller at a fixed interval to maintain a local cache of their
statuses. Client can now connect to the local server from internet or from the same
internal network with the 3D simulation software and using the custom communication
protocol described to view the motion of the robotic arm in real-time or to save the
replay of those movements. The server can also save a log of the notifications raised at
the controller level in JSON format. It also notifies users using SMTP mail protocol
or by using the custom protocol if the simulation software is connected.

6.1. Prototype cells description

All the robotic cells were manually recreated inside the simulator, generating a virtual
scene for each one. Connection details of each robotic controller were then entered in
the monitoring application, including host, username, password and associated scene.

The robotic arm model and manufacturer were included inside the scene, but the
connection details were not, because the same scene could be used for another cell
with same characteristics.

The first simulated cell, shown in Fig. 8, uses a collaborative Universal Robots
UR5 to spray adhesive on top of shoe soles. In this case the paths were precomputed
previously offline. Fig. 8 shows both the real cell and the simulated one.

Fig. 9 shows another simulated cell, using an ABB IRB-2400 to apply adhesive to
the sole. The path is calculated using a laser scanner on the outer side of the rotating
conveyor.

The last cell in Fig. 10, is governed by a Comau SmartSIX robotic arm. It also
applies adhesive to the sole, but in this case with hot-melt (Heider, 1999). The cells
include a conveyor belt to move the soles from the user to the robotic arm, passing
through a laser scanner.
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ratio of 1.1:1.
This experiment measured the reduction in storage space and bandwidth both in

raw and compressed configurations of the proposed method compared to camera feed
of different resolutions and compression codecs. It also showed that compression ratios
can vary depending on data repeatability inside the recorded stream.

6.4. Third experiment: Network Stress Test

In this experiment, the limits of the networking capabilities of the proposed model has
been tested. The proposed model needs to support a low number of concurrent users,
but each querying a high number of robotic arms.

To perform this experiment, several virtual clients were spawned to simulate a high
quantity of robotic arms without the need to have them physically. Erlang has been
used to manage such concurrency levels (Armstrong, 2007). Each node will answer
random pose data to the local server that queries them. The local server will be
constantly polling uncompressed data from each node as if they were real robots. This
is intended to stress the local network of a factory.

Fig. 16 shows the resulting graph after stressing the local network with an increasing
number of robotic virtual nodes and queries from one local server simulating a single
factory. It shows that the proposed model uses only a small fraction of the local
network bandwidth and can afford the monitoring of a high quantity of robotic arms,
more than enough to cover any factory. This have a minimal impact on any modern
network capable of speeds from 100 Mbps onwards. It can even handle up to one
thousand robots with an old 10 Mbps network. This leaves room in the local network
to other communication packages.

Figure 16. Bandwidth usage of the local network stress test.

The proposed method also has the ability to monitor the robotic cells remotely
through internet. This requires the local server located at each factory to support
concurrent users. The system is designed so the bandwidth usage of each local server
will not raise on each new concurrent user connection of the local server. This was
achieved by maintaining a local cache of status data from each robot inside each local
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server. This way each server maintains the data of the robots of his factory. With this
approach, the server is constantly polling status data from its robots. The experiment
shown that this will not be a problem. When a user queries the server, it responds
with the latest copy of status data it has stored, without requiring extra queries to
the robotic arm. There will not be a high number of concurrent users querying the
servers, so concurrency is not a problem as long as it is present. If needed, redundant
local servers can be added to handle the extra concurrency needs. Also, if a remote
client has connection problems due latency or interruptions in the service, data is still
stored in the server with timestamps to ensure the correct order, and a reconnection
of the remote client to the server when networking problems disappear will give the
correct data.

The results of this experiment prove that the network capabilities of the proposed
model are higher than the required in real factory scenarios.

7. Conclusion

A new industrial revolution called Industry 4.0 is taking place before our eyes. This
revolution is changing how manufacturing is implemented in the industry, enhancing
and optimizing the production of goods. It represents the next step in industries such
as footwear, where shoe production is highly distributed across several factories, each
dedicated to making a different part of the final product. Those who do not adjust to
this revolution may become outdated and one step behind the rest.

This dispersed distribution of shoe making factories explains the need for monitor-
ing. Obtaining real-time information from each shoe factory involved in the production
process is essential to get a snapshot of the current status of the whole production
process. It may also facilitate the decision making process and notify the workers when
an error occurs, increasing the uptime of the production line.

In shoe factories, automation is performed using cells, with robotic arms and spe-
cific tools attached to them. A homogeneous connection module was designed and
implemented to allow the monitoring system to fetch data from different robotic arm
models and manufacturers.

Security was another factor taken into account to reduce the risk of information
leaks. These can be dangerous as third parties can steal data and gain an edge over
the spied competitor. Existing encryption algorithms were applied to data streams.
Additionally, a requirement to log into the system to gather information was added.
Both measures reduced the exposure to unwanted intrusions. Servers were designed
to be read-only, to prevent unwanted modifications of robotic arms joints that could
lead to physical damage to the factory environment and to their workers.

Having a 3D simulator as a client allows 360o inspection of the monitored robotic
cell. The proposed model works in real-time, but it allows replay storage for later
inspection. Experiments performed confirmed that lower bandwidth was required for
data transmission as well as less disk space for replay storage, compared to other
monitoring solutions such as setups based on standard cameras.

Since the footwear sector is largely made up of SMEs, keeping down costs was
considered an important factor when implementing enhancements in production. Using
the current 4.0 network and software simulator reduced the cost of implementation of
the monitoring system, as well as reusing the software for cell design, simulation and
monitoring.

Experiments confirmed the viability of the proposed method. In addition, they
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showed that the method offered the desired scalability and was also compatible with
other safety systems in the factory.

For these reasons, a software simulator was selected as a monitoring solution for
4.0 shoe factories. It can be upgraded or adapted to other industries with similar
characteristics and dynamic automated processes such as food, furniture, toy and
aerospace.

Future work derived from this research will aim to enhancing the proposed monitor-
ing solution by minimising the impact of the listed drawbacks described in this paper.
Another future improvement is to enhance the monitoring client with the inclusion
of immersive virtual reality, allowing a more natural and realistic way to inspect the
monitored robotic cells. It is expected that in future shoe factories increase the au-
tomation of their processes to a point where the proposed method can be applied and
tested outside the test-bench.
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Common interface of the homogeneous connection model.  
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Diagram of the distributed monitoring system's.  
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a) Collision hidden by perspective. b) Shown from another camera angle  
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Custom robotic simulator used as monitoring client.  
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Status of the monitored robotic cells.  
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Prototype of the proposed method.  
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a) Offline adhesive spray of shoe soles. b) Shown in the simulator.  
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a) Shoe sole application with laser scanner. b) Shown in the simulator.  
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a) Shoe sole application with hot-melt. b) Shown in the simulator.  
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Path generated with incident light during the scanning process.  
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Detailed view of the incorrect normals generated.  
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Robotic arm in a dangerous pose after following an incorrect normal.  
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Monitoring the dangerous pose with the simulator in real-time.  
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Bandwidth usage of the local network stress test.  
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